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ACC3600-Auditing and Assurance 
Week 1 Lecture (3/3/2016) 

Topic 1-Introduction and Overview of Audit and Assurance 
1. Assurance Engagement: 

-An engagement in which an assurance practitioner expresses a conclusion designed to enhance the degree of 
confidence of the intended users other than the responsible party about the outcome of the evaluation/ 
measurement of a subject matter against criteria 

→Enhances the credibility of CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) disclosure 
 
2. Different Assurance Services 

2.1 Financial Report Audit (RELEVANT; RELIABLE; COMPARABLE; UNDERSTANDABLE) 
-Express an opinion about whether the financial report is prepared in all material aspects with a financial 
reporting framework 
-Whether the financial report is presented fairly, in all material respects, or gives a true and fair view 
Limitations: 
-NO GUARANTEE that the financial report is free from error/ fraud 
-Required to be performed within a reasonable period and at a reasonable cost (collect evidence) 

Example: Sampling 
-Judgement is required (when selecting and applying accounting methods) 
-Reliance on evidence provided by the client and its management: 

If an auditor does not have access to all the information relevant to the audit →limita on 
→inappropriate conclusion based on incomplete facts 

Reasonable 
(90-95%) 

[Sure] 

E.g. Financial 
statement Audit 

The auditor has conducted sufficient tests and obtained 
appropriate and sufficient evidence to conclude positively 
that the information that is assessed is (/is not) reliable. 

Positive 

Limited 
(60%) 

E.g. Revision of a 
company’s half 
year financial 
report 

Auditor has done adequate work to report whether or not 
anything came to the attention that would lead them to 
believe that the information that is assessed is not true and 
fair. [Not conduct detailed testing] 

Negative 

No 
Assurance 

E.g. Agreed upon 
procedures 
agreement 

The auditor completes a set of tasks requested by their client 
and reports on their findings to the client. The client 
determines the nature, timing and extent of evidence 
gathered and then draws their own conclusions about their 
finding [No conclusion; No Assurance] 

Negative 

2.2 Compliance Audit (TRUE and FAIR) 
Whether rules, policies, procedures, laws and regulations have been followed 
E.g. Tax audit –whether an individual or company has completed their tax return  

2.3 Performance Audit (Internal auditor-the economy, efficiency and effectiveness of an organization’s activities) 
E.g. Costs of inputs-wages and materials 

2.4 Comprehensive Audit (Combination of: financial report, compliance and performance audit) 
Whether an entity has met its efficiency targets 
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3. Transaction-Level Controls (Process level controls) –Internal controls: Designed to reduce the risk of misstatement due to error or fraud 
Sales Level 

Transaction Risks (What can do wrong) Example Control Key Assumption 
Processing 

orders 
Orders are processed to the wrong 
customer 

-Review of orders processed each day by an independent staff member (E.g. Salesperson) 
-3-way match of order, dispatch document and invoice prior to dispatch of goods 

Occurrence, accuracy 

Orders are taken from customers 
with no credit history or credit limit 

Application control that will only allow orders to be processed to existing approved 
customers with enough unused credit limit 

Occurrence, Accuracy 

Orders are incorrectly input Requirement for acknowledge of order by customer for any orders placed over $5000 Accuracy 
Approving 

Credit 
Credit is approved for customer 
unable to pay 

Required credit committee review and approval when the credit is over $1000 Accuracy 

Credit limits are set too high/ low Credit committee review of credit limits on a quarterly basis Accuracy 
Credit limits are exceeded Application control requires approval for exceeding credit limits (Exception report 

generated, reviewed and approved) 
Accuracy 

Shipping 
Goods 

Products are shipped without 
shipping documents being generated 

Application control generates picking slip and delivery documentation when order is 
processed 

Accuracy, completeness, 
cut-off 

Invoices are not raised when goods 
are shipped 

-Monthly reconciliation of picking slips generated with no invoice generated 
-3-way match of order, dispatch document and invoice 
-Regular stocktakes 

Accuracy, Completeness 

Goods are shipped to the wrong 
customers 

-Review of delivery address to customer master file by warehouse staff 
-3-way match of order, dispatch document and invoice 

Accuracy, occurrence 

Invoicing 
Customers 

Invoices are not corrected as to the 
quantities of goods shipped 

-Quantities per dispatch document marked as correct when picked by warehouse staff 
-Invoices automatically generated from order and dispatch document 

Accuracy 

Invoices are raised twice for the 
same order/ delivery 

3-way match of order, dispatch document and invoice Occurrence, Accuracy, 
completeness 

Wrong unit prices are used on the 
invoices 

Approved master file automatically used by application as source for invoice pricing Occurrence, Accuracy, 
completeness 

1. Statistical Sampling and Non-Statistical Sampling 
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Statistical Sampling Non-Statistical Sampling 
Ransom Selection (generate number list →Ask the computer what the sampling risk 
is) 
Adv.: Allows measurement of sampling risk; Div.: Can be costly to use 

Professional Judgment 
→More likely used when account is low risk and corroborating evidence available 
Adv.: Easier; less staff training; lower costs 

Random Selection: Free from bias 
→Stra fica on: by layer; levels (Divided the popula on into sub-sample) 
E.g. Credit sales; Cash sales 
→To ensure be er observa on 
→Ensure select enough on par cular sample 

Haphazard Selection 
→Not draw numbers →someone picking up the files manually/ “randomly” 
 May have personal bias (E.g. Each files may be in particular colour) 

Systematic Approach: 
E.g. 10000 transac on →required to choose 200 items in each sample 

 =  
  

 

Block Selection: Select items grouped together (E.g. All the sales in January) 
 Cut-off testing and completeness →trying to make asser on into blocks (Be er 
observation) →Whether there is no. of invoice that is missing 
 Sequence of items may make this inappropriate (the items selected will not be 
representative of transaction made throughout the year) 

 Judgemental Selection: Auditor is very precise on particular transaction they are 
looking for 
→Just for materiality events (E.g. a er a new computer system installed; CEO 
resigns ←Collect evidence on financial reporting system) 

 
 
 


